Asgco® manufactures a complete line of flat and fabricated belts for the most popular gravimetric and volumetric weigh feeders. We can fabricate most any type of feeder belts, flat, flanged, V-guided, cleated, etc., and we carry belts for many of the most popular machines. Flanged belts help prevent product spillage in all industries. Bottom tracking V-Guides are used whenever conditions create belting alignment problems, while Mechanical Splices offer economy and quick belt installation and change out.

**Common Use**
Conveyor belt feeders are used in conveying clinker, ore, rock, limestone minerals and food grade products into a variety of processing equipment. Weigh feeders control the flow of fuel to the coal pulverizers in coal fired power stations. The fabricated belts are used in plants to measure the bulk material going across the belt.

**Types of Feeder Belts**
- Flat Feeder Belts
- Flanged Feeder Belts
- Bottom V-Guided Feeder Belts
- Cleated Feeder Belts
- Endless Feeder Belts
- Drilled & Slit Flanged Belts
- Bayed Out Flanges Belts
- Corrugated Sidewall Feeder Belts
- Food Grade Feeder Belts

**Splices**
- Vulcanized Endless
- Mechanical Fasteners
- Conventional Fasteners
- Open Ended/Punched
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**Weigh Belt Feeder Elements and Principle of Operation**

**Flanged Feeder Belt**

**Bottom V-Guide Feeder Belt**

**Cleated Feeder Belt**

**Bayed Out Flange**

**Conventional Fastener**

**Guides**

**Corrugated Sidewalls**

**Corrugated Sidewall Feeder Belt**